Candidate Pack
Executive Director

Message From
The MSF UK President
MSF UK is recruiting its next Executive Director.
This is an incredible opportunity to shape MSF UK & IE,
in collaboration with the Executive Director of Ireland,
and enhance its wider impact over the coming years.
Are you the humanitarian leader we are looking for?
MSF is celebrating its 50th year of delivering medical-humanitarian assistance to people affected by conflict, disease, disasters,
and exclusion from healthcare. Its principles of impartiality, neutrality, independence and “témoignage” (witnessing) remain
fundamental. Funding based mainly on private donations means we can act fast to save people’s lives based on need alone independent of political, economic, or religious interests.
MSF relieves suffering and provides life-saving medical care in more than 70 countries globally, with approximately 45,000+ staff
and an annual income of around Euro 2 billion. MSF UK is one of 23 sections within the MSF movement. MSF UK and the MSF
Ireland branch office are linked, working in an integrated manner, and the relationship is thriving. There are five operational centres
in Europe and one operational directorate based in West Africa. While MSF UK is largely non-operational, it is a partner of one of the
operational centres based in Amsterdam (OCA) and the MSF UK / IE Executive Director is a member of OCA’s management team.
MSF UK has much to be proud of, including: a strong fund-raising capability; a public health / medical unit providing specialist
expertise to the MSF movement; and forward-thinking partnerships with UK academic institutions, providing education and
capacity building to our staff, especially those in the countries where we have projects. It has a track record of looking outward to
see how it can provide added value to the MSF movement.
MSF UK , of course, faces challenges too. Building and improving effective safeguarding and duty of care procedures, both in MSF
UK and across the movement, while ensuring a patient-centred care approach is maintained, is an ongoing priority.
The need to confront institutional racism and dismantle colonial structures has shaken the international NGO world in recent years,
and MSF UK takes this need to change extremely seriously at both an executive and board level. This includes the decentralising of
MSF away from Europe and enabling new MSF entities, based in lower-income settings, to grow and thrive.

Nikky signature

As the next MSF UK Executive Director, you would be expected to embrace the challenges we face to lead effective change, with
integrity and accountability. The MSF UK Board would support you each step of the way.
MSF is associative in nature with members made up of current and former MSF staff members. The association debates MSF’s
identity. You will be responsible to the MSF UK Board, who are largely drawn from and answerable to the MSF UK Association.

Thank you for considering applying for the position of Executive Director MSF UK .
We look forward to your application.

									Nicola McLean MPH, BSc (Hons), RD

About Us
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Médecins Sans Frontières/
Doctors Without Borders (MSF)
is an international, independent
medical humanitarian
organisation.
We provide life-saving emergency relief and longerterm medical care to some of the most vulnerable
and excluded communities around the world. As an
independent medical humanitarian organisation, we
deliver care based only on need, regardless of ethnic
origin, gender, religion, or political affiliation.
We observe neutrality and impartiality in the name of
universal medical ethics and the right to humanitarian
assistance and claim full and unhindered freedom in
the exercise of our functions.
We rely on donations from private individuals and
organisations for the majority of its income. This
private funding gives us the freedom to respond where
needs are greatest and to speak out publicly, free from
political interference.

40,000
70+
32

local and international staff employed
countries worked in, in some of the most
challenging places in the world

Our projects are supported by teams in
32 countries, including the UK, spread 		
across Europe, North and South America,
Asia, Africa, and Australasia.
			

94.1%

At MSF UK, we support MSF’s work by building
relationships with our supporters, increasing
awareness of MSF, raising funds, providing specialist
medical expertise, campaigning for change on medical
humanitarian issues and recruiting project staff.
Strategic Direction MSF UK/IE 2020-2023
MSF UK Annual Report and Accounts 2020

An MSF COVID-19 health promotion training session with a group of volunteer community healthcare workers in
province, DRC. Photo: Sabrina Rubli/MSF.

How we work
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Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF)
promotes a working environment
that encourages inclusiveness and is free of harassment and abuse.

At MSF UK, we are committed to diversity and equity of opportunity in all aspects of our work, both externally and internally.
We strive to be a global and inclusive employer and encourage applications from diverse backgrounds.
To see our full statement please visit this link: https://msf.org.uk/msf-uks-commitment-addressing-institutional-racism
The integrity of our organisation is upheld by the good conduct of each individual staff member, in any location, with full
respect for the communities we serve. For us, this means not tolerating any behaviour from our staff that exploits the
vulnerability of others, or of employees taking advantage of their position for personal gain. Our leadership has unequivocally
committed to reinforce mechanisms and procedures to prevent and address abuse and harassment. All staff are expected to
abide by the MSF movement’s Behavioural Commitments and our guiding principles as stipulated in our Charter.

The Role
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The Executive Director (ED) is responsible for the strategic vision, leadership,
operational management, and performance of MSF UK, ensuring it optimises
its contribution to MSF’s medical-humanitarian action as described in the
MSF Charter.

Job Purpose
With the oversight of the Board of Trustees, and in
accordance with the UK’s charity and associated
regulatory frameworks and laws, the ED drives the
implementation of the MSF UK and MSF Ireland (‘MSF
UK/IE’) Strategic Plan; where MSF Ireland is the branch
office of MSF UK and both entities are integral to the
MSF international governance structure. Within this
context, the ED optimises the contribution of MSF UK
to the international movement, while simultaneously
overseeing that MSF Ireland upholds its movementwide commitments.
The ED is responsible for ensuring the effective,
efficient, and ethical management of MSF UK
resources; developing and upholding, within the
UK/IE, the credibility and reputation of MSF’s
medical humanitarian work and strengthening this
internationally, via the contribution of MSF UK.
Additionally, the ED will champion ambitious domestic
& international change projects towards success, while
proactively shaping MSF to be fit for purpose to meet
the medical humanitarian landscape of the future.
The ED will contribute to strategic leadership and
decision-making in the MSF movement; championing
specific international topics and domestic change
agendas to achieve successful outcomes.

The ED will proactively develop the organisation to
meet the needs of future medical-humanitarian action.
The Executive Director will provide executive leadership
to the MSF movement and MSF Operational Centre
Amsterdam (OCA) as part of senior executive decisionmaking platforms, and, in tandem with the Executive
Director of MSF Ireland, will ensure a strong and
collaborative MSF UK/IE partnership.
As a leader of a medical humanitarian organisation,
the Executive Director is committed to anti-racism
and is actively opposed to systemic oppression of any
form. The ED is also committed to celebrating diversity,
challenging inequality, and institutional racism, and
building an inclusive environment for our people in
order to become a more effective organisation that
harnesses the talents of all of our staff and gives them
the opportunity to contribute to their full extent.
The ED would be expected to champion and build
onto MSF UK’s existing contribution to the process
of breaking down structural barriers which prevent
staff from across the world from making progress
within the organisation. This includes our programmes
which enable our global workforce to access
internationally-recognised higher education.

It is my pleasure to present to you our 2020 Annual Report and end this foreword by
expressing my heartfelt thanks to Board and Management Team members, office staff,
project staff and supporters, both past and present. It has been the greatest privilege to
work with and for you.

Job Context
And Dimensions
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Leadership
•

Accountable to the MSF UK Board of Trustees

•

Leads the MSF UK Management Team

•

Line-manages 10 senior staff including: -

		

Executive Director, MSF Ireland

		

8 MSF UK Heads of Department

		
		
		
		

Operational Centre Amsterdam’s (OCA)
Head of Middle East North Africa (MENA) 		
Office, on behalf of the OCA Management 		
team (MT)

•

Member of the OCA Management Team

•

Has the possibility to assume responsibility for 		
specific topics / projects / files on behalf of the
MSF movement (e.g., ED’s current role on 		
‘International Access to Medicines’ project)

•

Member of the Full Executive Committee
(Full ExCom).

		
		
		
		

A member of the MSF search and rescue team greets people as they are brought aboard the Ocean Viking. Eig
rescued from a rubber boat in January 2020. Photo: MSF/Hannah Wallace Bowman.
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NB: as a Partner Section* ED, there is the possibility to stand for membership of the Core Executive Committee
(Core ExCom). The Core ExCom has overall responsibility for MSF’s medical-humanitarian action.
*MSF partner section are offices that support our medical-humanitarian action. Each section is linked to an association which defines the strategic
direction of the section, holds the section accountable for its work and is linked to one or more of the six Operational Centres who directly manage MSF’s
medical-humanitarian action. Branch offices extend this support work further and each are overseen by an MSF partner section.

Accountabilities
Ensures that MSF UK/IE has strong strategic
direction, encapsulated in a dynamic and measurable
strategic plan.
Actively upholds the identity of MSF as an
international medical-humanitarian organisation.
This includes embodying the values of humanity
and integrity; focusing on results; and addressing
reputational risks.
Leads MSF UK Management Team (MT) in
realising the strategic goals of MSF UK. This includes
managing and coaching the MT; leading the annual
planning process; setting priorities; reviewing,
approving, and ensuring implementation of policies and
objectives; allocating resources for MSF UK through
the planning cycle; and ensuring performance against
annual plans that are aligned to MSF’s strategic
direction.
Reports regularly to the UK Board of Trustees
and works closely with the Chair to develop agendas
intended to aid the Board in providing appropriate
oversight and governance of MSF UK.
Ensures that MSF UK remains financially healthy,
maximising its financial contribution to MSF’s
operations and meeting MSF movement financial
commitments, whilst also ensuring needed investment
in MSF UK infrastructure and staff.
Ensures that MSF Ireland, as a branch office
to MSF UK for the purposes of MSF international
governance structures, upholds its commitments to the
MSF movement.
Overall responsible at executive level for all
matters of compliance, regulation, and policy.

Creates a constructive and positive working
relationship between Board and Executive, with an
appropriate level and timely sequencing of information
to allow for Board oversight, with space for constructive
challenge.
Ensures a happy, healthy, diverse, inclusive, and
safe working environment enabled by a strong MT that
role-models integrity and transparency.
		
Represents MSF before UK media, and towards
the UK government, policy makers, academic
institutions, MSF UK major donors, the public, other
NGOs, and other influential bodies in the UK.
In collaboration with the Trustee Board, informs,
engages, and stimulates MSF UK Association
membership, with a purpose of leveraging a broad base
of ideas, energy, and humanitarian passion.
As a member of the OCA MT, contributes to
leading a well-managed and governed OC that
maintains high levels of integrity, with a strong
operational portfolio and forward-looking strategic
direction.
Optimises MSF UK/IE’s contribution to OCA and,
where applicable, other Operational Centres’ medicalhumanitarian action, capitalising on the strengths of the
UK & IE contexts.
Contributes to the strategic leadership and
decision-making of the MSF movement, taking the lead
on specific international topics at the request of the
International Office. This includes: the championing of
existing projects, project stewardship; and proactively
developing the organisation to meet the needs of future
medical-humanitarian action.

Knowledge, Skills and Experience
Demonstrable understanding and track record
of global humanitarian work relevant to MSF. You
will be able to call on experts, but must have a good
grounding, be committed to expanding your knowledge,
and be able to speak confidently and in an inspiring
way about all aspects of our work.

Strong interpersonal, emotional intelligence
and influencing skills that allows you to impactfully
communicate with different audiences from
humanitarian & medical networks to senior political or
business figures, potential funders, the media, or MSF
partners.

Proven ability to lead and manage a large team of
people at a senior level, creating a high-performance
culture that matches our ambitions, with support for
staff development and wellbeing. You must be able to
engage staff effectively when working remotely and in
person, including split-site teams.

Strong negotiator, influencer, and decision-maker
with a proven ability to diplomatically manage internal
differences and healthy conflict.

Experience of strategy development and delivery
to include strategic & annual planning, budget
development, workforce planning and turning high level
plans into practical & feasible programmes of work,
managing multiple stakeholders, including internal
change programmes and organisation-wide projects.
Track record of robust management of significant
financial resources and operations, including ensuring
compliance with regulatory rules, securing cost
savings, and making difficult decisions with regards to
funding allocations.
Experience of working in a networked alliance
or federation context. In many areas, your work will
be delivered with or through other parts of the MSF
Movement, yet you will still be accountable for this.
Strong understanding of governance and
experience reporting to or working closely with a Board
of Directors.
Strategic thinker who is driven by impact and
evidence, curious to keep up to date with new ideas
and innovations and sees the positive potential in
change.

Strong track record of success in a fast-paced
work environment, working well under pressure
and stress, managing heavy workload and multiple
strategic initiatives simultaneously.
Working knowledge of the MSF movement is an
asset. Excellent knowledge of non-MSF large scale
or complex humanitarian operations will also be
considered.
Intercultural awareness and cultural sensitivity.
A high level of commitment to the principles
of diversity, equity and inclusion and their practical
application and integration in the work environment.
Demonstrable understanding and track record of
leading organisational DEI initiatives.
A commitment to MSF’s Principles and Values.

Nurse Limangana Abali with a mother and baby who have been admitted to the children’s ward at Mora general hospital in Mora,
Behavioural Competencies
Values
Cameroon. Photo: Patrick Meinhardt.
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https://www.msf.org/international-office
• Inspirational, insightful thought leader

•

Proximity

•

Passionate

•

Solution-oriented

•

Compassionate

•

Integrity

•

Empathetic

•

Transparency

•

Honest

•

Accountability

•

Resilient

•

Empowerment

•

Fair

•

Inclusive

•

Impartial

•

Approachable

•

Cultural sensitivity

•

Diplomacy

41 •
•

Collaboration
Respect

Our Offer
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Location: UK. We are happy to discuss flexible working options. Most MSF UK employees are currently engaging
in flexible and hybrid ways of working (i.e., a mixture of remote/home and office-based working).
Salary and benefits: Salary is commensurate with the seniority of the position and we offer a comprehensive
benefits package. Relocation assistance for international candidates will be discussed. We are committed to
paying staff in a fair and equitable way and will benchmark all salary offers in line with the pay of existing staff.
Development: Joining MSF will provide you with access to significant career development opportunities across the
movement.

HOW TO APPLY
MSF is partnering with Red Sea Executive Search for this role.
To find out more information please email Tim Wingrove at
applications@redseasearch.com
To apply for the position please go to www.redseasearch.com/job/executive-director-uk/
and follow the instructions to upload your application through the Red Sea Website.
Any employment with MSF UK will be subject to the following checks prior to your start date,
these include but are not limited to:

• a satisfactory police record check to include a Disclosure and Barring Service
		 (DBS) check and/or an International Criminal Record Check (If applicable)
•

receipt of satisfactory references

RECRUITMENT TIMELINE
Closing date for applications: 30th January 2022 @ 23:59 GMT

• Red Sea Interviews for

long-listed candidates:

• 1 round stage:
• 2nd round stages:
st

week of 14th February 2022
MSF panel interviews: 4th March 2022 (virtual)
MSF panel interviews: week of 14th March 2022, (anticipated to be held in person)

ABOUT RED SEA EXECUTIVE SEARCH
Red Sea Executive Search is a dynamic and diverse, international, independent executive search consultancy
recruiting senior management and executive staff for global change.
We are a purpose-focused company with a view on globalisation and aim to act as both a networking service and a
recruitment service provider to the world’s foundations, trusts and charitable organisations.
In Global Development, we work with INGOs, agencies, foundations and social enterprises, placing senior and executive
leaders at national, regional and HQ level. In Philanthropy, we aim to network and engage with Institutional, Corporate (CSR)
and Private Philanthropy, working with grassroots organisations and social enterprises, and large foundations and trusts.
We are a team of sector experts, passionate about our work and caring, creative and consultative in our approach. Our
networks have been established with around 100 + years of combined working experience in INGOs and intergovernmental
organisations.

